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Strengthening existing programs

Mitau urges streamlining programs
G. Theodore Mitau, Chancellor of the
Minnesota State College System told the
1973 state legislature that the system must
try to strengthen already established programs and avoid the replication of specialized offerings.
In his address, Mitau pointed out that
these goals were taking place against a
background of decreasing enrollments,
public disenchantment with education,
changing educational needs and priorities
and the nation's current economic dilemma.
"The Minnesota State College System is
no longer in the identity crisis that necessarily existed as we moved from normal
school to teacher's college to the multipurpose comprehensive state college of
the 1960's. The educational concepts and
ideas exist and have been articulated

Text tax
repeal called
for in bill

Chancellor Mitau
throughout the past five years. The task
before us now is that of creating the
structure necessary to permit us to more
fully implement these ideas."
One of those concepts is the Common
Market system in which the seven state
colleges function cooperatively to share

resources and minimize duplication.
The Chancellor went on to add that
"it has become evident that the realities confronting education today-enrollment decline and fiscal austerity on the
one hand, and the demand for new and
more meaningful kinds of education on the
other-can be met with imagination and
quality only if we now take the next step
towards the "Comprehensible State College System."
Each college is currently reviewing all
exisiting programs to define the oncampus liberal arts core; an analysis
of each degree program; the minimal
offerings necessary to respond to demonstrated educational needs of citizens in
the immediate region; those academic
areas of highest quality.
The Chancellor pointed out that the
system is already working along these
lines. For examples, programs in nursing, physical therapy, physician's assitant, Indian Studies, Mexican-Americans, Afro-Americans and Hotel-MotelRestaurant Management are not offered
on more than two campuses within the
seven colleges.
The Chancellor continued, In this period of levelling enrollments and of chang-

ing priorities, we are preparing for a
revolution in quality rather than one of
quantity." By strengthening existing programs, Mitau feels that the system can
offer the best public undergraduate education available in Minnesota.
"This does not mean we plan to reduce
the diversity of options available to our
students; in fact the number of courses
and experiences in some majors may very
likely be increased since, in a given
degree program, we will not need to
replicate all offerings seven times.
"This does mean, however, that not all
highly specialized academic programs
will be available at every institution."
The Chancellor emphasized the success
and importance of the system's efforts to
face the "realities'' confronting postsecondary education, including public disillusionment with it and the changing
modes and educational needs of students.
One of these successes, said Mitau, is
the Minnesota Metropolitan State College.
Minnesota Metro is proving that students
are motivated and able to assess their
educational needs, they are able to utilitze
the resources of the Twin Cities area, and
they are able to determine and acquire
(Continued to Page 2)

Representative Norman Prahl, liberal
of Keewatin, Minnesota (District 3B) is
sponsoring a bill calling for repeal of
state tax on all text books. Last year
Winona State students paid $9,825 state
tax on their text books.
To aid in passage of this "No tax
on text" Rep. Prahl is asking for letters from students expressing their wishes
for this bill to be passes.
Your letters can be addressed:
Rep. Prahl
House of Representatives
St, Paul, Minnesota

Legislative
day set
for Feb. 5
The Minnesota State College Student
Association at their last meeting proposed holding a legislative day at the
State Capital.
The date for this venture has been
set for next Monday, February 5. Busses
will leave Winona State campus to go to
the capital to enable students to visit
with their local representatives and to
let them know how they feel about various
issues,
Anyone interested is urged to contact
Steve Kingsley, Sharon Overland or the
Senate office in the Smog for more information.

THE GRASS ROOTS will appear in concert in Memorial Hall on Sunday evening at 8-00 p.m.
Admission is free to those holding WSC I.D. cards and their spouses; general admission is $2.
Doors will be open at 7.30 p.m.'

,f;
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Mitau states
(Continued From Page 1)
the competencies essential for an educated
person.
Another success is the system-wide dialogue on "New Careers." The faculty and
students have re-examined existing curricular and faculty resources to see if new
opportunities might be made available to
students that would permit them to prepare
themselves for new careers now emerg-

ing or likely to emerge.
One of the more significant events for
the colleges in the 70's is the commitment to fulfill more completely their roles
as regional community service institutions
through the external studies programs.
This is more possible than in the 60's
because at that time colleges were so
rapidly expanding that they had to devote
most of their attention to themselves.
"Education is not, and should never be,
a terminal activity. Opportunities for lifelong learning should be extended to all
citizens who are capable of benefiting
from instruction. Our external studies
program is based on the conviction that if

higher education is to respond adequately to the needs of adults, bold and imaginative new approaches to higher learning are required."
The system is also encouraging students
and experts in secondary and post-secondary education to work together to restructure both the senior year in high school
and the freshman year of college to eliminate existing duplication.
Twenty master's degree programs have
been suspended in order to divert the
"time being devoted to low-producing
graduate programs" to "those with higher
priority to improve quality."
"We are aware of the realities of our

time." Mitau concluded. "We do know
that Minnesota ranks first in the nation
in personal income tax for a family of
four at both the $15,000 and $20,000
levels and second at $10,000. We do appreciate the fact that Minnesota ranks
only twentieth in per capita income, but
sixteenth in spending for higher education.
"As we face the future, we remain
optimistic. Education is now going through
what other institutions will undoubtedly
experience. Perhaps those of us ineducation can contribute to the new knowledge
that will be so necessary for the future
concerning how institutions re-examine,
renew and revitalize themselves."

IRHC comments
The IRHC Open Meeting we felt
to be a success. Topics of discussion included visitation, food
service, contract, and maintenanc e.
A question concerning the renewal of Slaters Food Service was
asked. If Slaters food service
decides to raise their prices other
bids will be reviewed before anew
contract is signed. As a point
of fact Slaters has not raised
their prices since 1959. Yet, as an
unofficial word Slaters is losing
money and students could help by
not giving their I.D. to other students, or taking food that they do
not wish to eat.
Mr. Larsen our engineer was

also there to answer questions,
and asked students about comments
he had heard. A favor he asked
of students was to keep their windows closed because of the fuel
shortage.
We were reminded of the cost
of last month's expenses from
maintenance: Fuel: $18,788.00;
Electric: $9,184.00; and Labor:
$6,000.00. Anything to help decrease this would be appreciated.
IRHC would like to thank Mr.
Mariner, Dean Kane, Mr. Larsen,
the IRHC council, and all students
who took the time to voice their
opinion or came to listen, We
hope attendence is as good at our
next Open Meeting.

D ear Nona
Dear Nona,
I have a passionate crush on my
roommate's boyfriend. What can I
do to win him over to my side?
Lovesick
Dear Lovesick,
There are two possibilities.
First, you can try to convince
your roomie the guy is a creep.
Point out his 3 inch toenails,
his crewcut, and his strange hobby - collecting rubber duckies.
She's bound to ditch the guy. Of
course its going to be rather dif-

ficult to explain to her afterwards,
why you're dating the guy. And
its going to be even more difficult to explain your death after
you're strangled to death when
your ex-roommate's pet boa constrictor mysteriously escapes.
Second, you can forget your
roommate's boyfriend and look
for one of your very own. This
method is tried and true, and I
recommend it if you value your
life.

Nona

At the Bookstore
FINAL CLEARANCE SALE
on

Winter JACKETS

PACQUIN

10 OZ. Reg. Price $1.19

Hand Lotion

NOW ONLY 50 4

BARBOSOL Menthol or Regular

Cam pus Kits

ONLY

99'

WSC physics dept.
offers TV course
Winona State College is handling
a television course titled "The
Heavenly Twins: Astromony &
Astrology," offered by the New
York University, Washington
Square College of Arts & Science,
through CBS—TV.
The course deals with the origins of astronomy, and the close
connection of astrology to it, which
eventually led to making exact science possible and the development
of modern astronomy.
Credit is offered by the Department of Physics and the course is
listed as Physics 200 for three
or four credits. Registration is
at the office of Dr. Ivan Olson,
Office of Continuing Eduction.
Dr. David Hamerski of the Department of Physcis will administer the final exam at Winona
State.
Texts for the course will be
available at the bookstore, and
the Instructional Resource Center at the Phelps Howell Addition
on the Winona State Campus will
retain tapes of the televised classes for students unable to view a
televised program.
The course, which began yesterday, will be seen Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays at 6:30 a.m.
on the local CBS—TV station. The
course consists of 45 lectures.
Normal Winona State College fees
will prevail for the course.
Further information can be obtained by contacting Dr. Ivan Olson at the Winona State College

Flags flew
Churchbells rang
Diplomats signed
yet we wondered
if it really was.

of Continuing Education or Dr.
David Hamerski, Department of
Physics, Winona State College.
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HEALTH
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O
COME IN AND BROWSE —
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If You're looking for somethin g new & different
in Soaps, TRY US!
—Yogurt Complexion
- Transparent Soap
- Rose Water-Glycerine
- Dr. Bromners
- Sesame Coconut
- Castile
- Cocoa Butter
- To name only a few - Vege Oat

Winona's only Heath Food Store
Great for athletes, weight watchers and students who care
about what they eat.
STORE HOURS: Mon. - Thurs. 10:00- 8:00; Fri. 10:00- 9:30; Sat. 9:00 - 5:00; Sun 1:00 - 4:00

AQUARIAN HEALTH CENTER
513 Mankato Avenue

The Bright Orange Building, next to the Tracks.
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SCS senior only student
on state rights commission
(Reprinted from the St. Cloud
Chronicle)
"Making sure everyone gets a
fair deal," is what Kathy Herring sees as the purpose of her
current position on a state human
rights commission.
Herring, an SCS senior, is the
only student and only Indian on the
Minnesota State College System
Human Rights Compliance Cornmission.
"The purpose of the commission
is to upgrade the status of women
and other minorities in the State
College system," said Herring.
The commission was first formed on a temporary basis to write
an "Affirmative Action Policy"
for the State Colleges and set up a
permanent commission to see that
the policies are followed. "I was
on the first commission and very
honored to be asked to be on the
final commission," Herring said.
The commission, with seven
members and the Vice-Chancellor
for Academic Affairs Gary Hayes,
spent last fall searching for a dir-

ector. Their choice was Shyamala
Rajender, a chemistry professor
from Winona State.
"Now we're getting under way,"

Herring said," and starting to try

Kathy Herring
out our wings." The board will be
studying a report on the status of
women this month reviewing faculty salaries.
"We'll be asking questions like

why aren't there more women
and minorities at the professor
level," Herring said. "We'll advise the colleges what should be
done to resolve discrepancies."
Herring reacted to common
charges of reverse discrimination
in equal rights actions. "I know
some people think that white males
are the ones suffering front discrimination now," Herring said,
"I don't see it as being reverse
discrimination at all. A situation
existed, something needed to be
rectified and now the people who
complain about it are primarily
white males."
"I don't want to see reverse
discrimination," Herring continued. "I just want to see equal
opportunity."
The policy that the commission
drew up last summer has been called, according to Herring, "the
best in the country. It's a very
important piece of work and we're
proud of it."
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LET'S DO

Empire

E

Keg

AND SAY WE DIDN'T

tern is attempting to raise approximately $500 for its share of
expenses.
A very limited number of tickets will be available at the door.
So wear your best blue jeans or
your worst tuxedo and present
these tickets at the_door.

Around the State

Mankato State
Mankato States's anti inaugural
ball raised nearly $500 to be donated to the Bach Mai Hospital
relief fund.
The College Constitution Committee approved the proposed constitution and sent it on to President Nickerson before it comes
up for a vote before the entire
college.
MSC's four-year-old Air Science program is developing a new
four-year program in Aviation Management.
The Harlem Globetrotters appeared at MSC last night.
-

Moorhead State
The new Moorhead State constitution is "more complete than any
of the others I've seen so far."

WHAT'S ON?

Senate to raise funds
The Student Senate is sponsoring a kegger to raise money for
MSCSA's lobbyist, Tim Penny of
Winona State.
The kegger will be held Thursday, Feb. 1 at the American Legion Club beginning at 7:00 p.m.
Tickets will be available from
senators, in the Senate office, or
from Gary Johnson, 103 Prentiss
Hall, phone 2439 from 6 p.m.
until 11 p.m.
All proceeds from the event will
go toward funding the lobbyist for
the MSCSA. Each of the schools
in the Minnesota State C ollege Sys -
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SAM
There will be a S.A.M. meeting
Thursday at 2:00 p.m. to tour the
Holiday Inn. A discussion period
will be held after the tour with
Mr. Linahan, manager of the Holiday Inn. If anyone needs rides,
contact Dr. Foegen.

SMEA
There will be an SMEA meeting
Thursday at 7:00 p.m. in Dining
Room F of the Student Union.
Student teachers will be there
to visit and share their experiences.

according to one of the members
of the Constitutional Drafting Committee. It should provide for a
procedure for hearings which a
student can request if sanctions
have been imposed on him.
MSC is a partial recipient of a
$77,624 grant over a three-year
period for the continued development and expansion of the TriCollege University. The threeFargo-Moorhead colleges will use
the money for their program.

St. Cloud State
The proposed calendar for the
1973-74 year has an early start
and an early out date.
The SCS TV station has increased its weekly broadcasting
time from one to four hours.
Approximately 200 people protested in a march to St. Cloud's
Civic Center on inauguration day.
Leo Kottke was at SCS for a
concert last night.

Southwest State

The SMSC Presidential Search
Committee has announced that it
has selected five finalists and that
NEWMAN CENTER
they will be invited to the college
Dr. Calvin Fremling of the biofor on-campus interviews.
logy department at WSC will speak
The Student Senate defeated a
at the Newman Center tonight about $1000 request from the Students
the Bible and Charles Darwin. Dr. Against the War and r equests from
Fremling will be speaking at 7:30 the Legislative Affairs Coordinating
p.m. in the upstairs of the New- Committee.
man Center.
The College Center will not
Myron Smith of the Health and
be opening its doors for some
Physical education department will
time because it isn't completed
talk next week at 8:00 p.m. about and much of the furniture has
"The Athletic Program and Its not arrived.
Future."
Everyone is welcome to attend
both events.

QUAD • QUAD • QUAD •

STUDENT SENATE
Every Thursday at 4:00 the Student Seante meets in Rooms C
and D in the College Union. The
Senate invites all interested students to attend. The senators want
your comments and opinions. They
are your representatives so let
them know how you feel.

Satori
requests
The Satori, the college literary
publication, invites all students
and faculty to submit original poetry, artwork, and short prose. The
submission deadline is Feb. 9.
Turn in all material to the
Satori Room Gildemeister 320,
or to any staff member, or to Mr.
Urbanski.
The Satori needs your talents.

SANSUI MQ-2000
4 Channel Stereo Center - 74 Watts with PE Changer, Dust Cover and Shure Cart.
4 HLM - 66 Speakers - 8 inch 2-way System
Reg. List $599.95

Send a Valentine,
or say a Happy
Birthday (Happy
Birthday, Marion)
with a Winonan
classified.

WEEKLY SPECIAL

$49900

Hal Leonard M usic
64 E 2nd Street

1
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Peaceful generation
has responsibilities
On Saturday a peace agreement was
signed which will hopefully bring an end
to the conflict in Vietnam. Hopefully we
will now go from a generation of war to
a generation of peace.
Hopefully all aspects of the peace agreement will be observed and the prisoners

of war and the missing in action will be
able to come home.
An hopefully, we can begin this generation of peace with an increased awareness
and concern about the problems that confront us here at home.
And you can all do your part to help.

Calls for sportsmanship
Winona State students demonstrated
their fine sportsmanship again in the recent WSC-Michigan Tech basketball game.
In a closely officiated game, although
not close in score, vehement protest arose
from WSC fans and team although such
passion was unnecessary. Technical fouls
were called with excellent reason against
the Warrior bench and players for their
violation of good sportsmanship conduct.
A second demonstration is the final
score. Intercollegiate athletics are to be
education oriented, and when does humil-

iation of an opponent develop anything but
poor attitudes. Those of us who commented
on the lopsided football scores of the past
season now find ourselves surrounded by
fans calling for beating opponents into
the ground.
Let us, then return to the spirit of
intercollegiate athletics as sport and not
professionalism, Let us demonstrate that
good sports and level heads still exist at
Winona State.
BRUCE WHITE

Dear Rog,
If you smile - winter doesn't seem quite so bad.

By-line
The war is over? Now What? The Army
Graves Registration Teams will spend the
next five years or so, tracking down
the dead and missing.
The gadfly in the mind of Nixon and
his three predecessors has flown away.
The Republicans, if the cease fire lasts,
will receive the credit and Kissinger a
garland.
Campus unrest over the war will tone
down as some students will now turn more
of their attention to the pressing domestic issues—inflation, ecology, unemployment, discrimination, and crime and
corruption.
For many Americans it will be a time

By Rick Graf

of enervation. For others it will be a time
to snuggle in their armchairs because
the Viet Nam war is over-- all's well in
America again.
However, American democracy is exigent. No other form of government any
where or at any time in history requires
so much from its citizens and offers
but a dream in return. It is as if it were
a child saying, "Gimmie, gimmie,
gimmie!"
Well, for those of you who are getting
comfy, get comfy if you like. After all,
the war is over. Is it? Or is its ending
only the beginning of a never ending
beginning?

I had some kernels of wisdom to cast
in your direction, but have decided to let
them germinate a while longer. It was to
have been a protest to the Viet Nam war
but it now seems more appropriate to
protest a protest. Inconsistent? Refrain
judgment for a bit.
Last week JEROME concluded with the
thought that, "As long as a burning flag
or a spray painted building is needed to
jolt reality into our symbol clogged minds,
these will be useful tactics and will be
used." Two weeks earlier he said, "But
I know that running around campus playing
"Che" with a can of spray paind...."
prefaced by referring to this as "the toys
of an adolescent knee-jerk radical...."
Inconsistent? You no longer need refrain
judgment.
For a moment... just for the sake of
argument...let us concede that the ends
justify the means as JEROME clearly
maintained last week. There was a demonstration sponsored against King Richard and his sick peace-with-honor war
campaign. There was an American flag
burned. The purpose was, according to
Jerome, to have the issues "forced into
the consciousness." Was this end met?
A majority of the comments I have heard
concern the flag burning and only the flag
burning? Various and sundry opinions were
made about the demonstrators with apos-

sible remark or two about their purpose in
demonstrating.
I am not a super-ultra-flag waving patriot. I am a pacifist. I feel shame over
this country's actions in Viet Nam. But
even if I was not, I recognize the futility in desecrating a national symbol.
It serves no purpose than to antagonize the
very people you are trying to persuade.
I place it on the same level as defacing
a tombstone or carving obscenities in a
church pew. Irregardless of whether or
not I accept it as a symbol for myself,
I do acknowledge the fact that thousands
upon thousands have died in peace and in
war for the meaning it has held for them.
I have enough respect for my fellow men
not to perform a sacrilegious act against
something he holds very dear.
The concept of peace is empty and shallow unless in contains at least some remnant or respect for mankind and his beliefs. It is reduced to thin-walled rhetoric that reverberates with a false echo
of integrity. By whatever decencies we hold
dear, let us persue and maintain peace
with respect and dignity. Let us foresake our personal motivates and keep
peace paramount in all other actions,
whether it be for or against any issue.
Regards,
STEVE
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By Terry Olson

The one incident that stained the "pig
roast" of January 19th was fife burning
of the American flag by Bill Andres.
Bill and I have been friends for the past
year and have generally agreed over such
issues as Vietnam, peace, and the need
for change in our society. I have never
condemned Bill for something he has done
in the past although I may have disagreed
with it.
However, because of his most recent
action, this writer must make a break
from the past policy,
Bill Andres has made the same mistake
that many leftists have made over the
years. That mistake is equating the American flag with a cantankerous president,
saying the two are one and the same.
This type of logic is very poor and should
be scrapped by its believers.
The American flag does not soley represent Richard M. Nixon, just as it does
not represent only this writer. The American flag represented all Americans,
whether they are poor or rich, black or
white, downtrodden or an elite.
It should not be the purpose of an
anti-Nixon demonstration to cause further alientation and polorization among
Americans. Nixon's majority is large
enough and now is the time to try to
decrease that majority not solidify it by

JEROME
It's happened again. The powers that
be are back kicking the student body; and
kicking it right square in the crotch. It
appears that some of the head honchoes
in the housing department are quite upset
that there are too many hours when dorm
residents may entertain a visitor of the
opposite sex in their room in whatever
way they feel fit.
Personally, I don't see why they're
all so upset. For all but less than two
quarters out of the two long and dreary
years I spent living on first floor Prentiss, twenty four hour visitation was official policy. The rest of the time was
unofficial but the rule of the night. The
only problem that occured with any frequency was getting stuck with an uncooperative guest.
But new WSC has taken a great leap
backward and is play "Big Momma" to
her innocent, defenseless, voting-age infants. It's pure sexual facsism.
Sex is one thing the people in Housing
and Student Affairs don't like to discuss
in a public form (I don't know about their
coffee breaks..)...
From the way they sidestep the issue
I got the distinct impression they don't
think the students have genitals. Instead
they justify their objections, or (in a word
they prefer) 'reservations," in terms of
increased vandalism and high noise levels
that disturb other residents.
How absurd! Our glands work better
than that; they tell us that kind of talk
is nonsence. Its quite unlikely that a
normally functioning couple will have the
urge to smash clocks and steal urinals
as their primary emotional desire at
3:00 a, m. C'mon men and women have
more gratifying things to do at that hour,
As for noise, only if the couple is extremely passionate will the neighbors be
distrubed, and then it's been my experience that the forty five minutes of voyeurism is generally more appreciated than
the equivilent amount of lost sleep. Roommates? I admit the situation can lead to
acute frustration for the non-involved
party, but earplugs and/or Rosey Palm
and her five daughters will relieve that
problem.
Those are the primarey rationalizations
given by the men and women from the
appropriate offices in Somsen. But are

burning American flags.
It is this writer's hope that in future
demonstrations the purpose will be to
build, not destruct, to make friends, not
enemies, to further the cause of social
decency, and not to perpetrate the same
kind of hate and disregard for human
needs that Nixon and Agnew have brought.
* * * * * * * * * * * *

Yours truly would like to extend thanks
to Dr. Rhodes of the Phy,-Ed. Depart.
This column will continue to further the
just cause of the "WSC ELEVEN". It
is very disappointing that the faculty
senate has done very much other than
avoid issues that should be given their
attention, Why don't the Faculty senators
do something that will build their credibility which at this time is microscopic
at the most?
************

Thanks and congratulations must be
extended to President Nixon for the Vietnam ceasefire. The challenge is now yours
Mr. President to turn that ceasefire into
a just and lasting peace. This writer
only hopes you are big enough to meet
that challenge.

by
Jerome
Christensen
the students opposed? Nope„ All but about
23 hard core Jesus Creeps and other
oddities of nature voted for twenty-four
hour visitation in a recent election. Obviously the student body wants to get its
collective rocks off!
But the rights of the minority must be
protected. Since this is basically a sexual issue, I propose a blatantly sexual
solution. For a fraction of the cost of
loosing a resident who moves out because
of the restricted visitation hours, the
college could purchase fifty modern
chrome steel and high impact plastic,
lightweight, foam padded, sanitary Papel
approved chastity belts for those young
ladies who fear for their virtue. Since no
such device is practical for the male,
perhaps those who are really paranoid
about pussy could be housed in the basement of the Student Health Service and
thus be kept safely sealed off from that
vessel of sin that is woman.
With the minority thus satisfied, the
majority of normal lusty students can
justly demand their sexual rights, If the
powerful refuse I can envision thousands
of horny students massed and marching
on Somsen Hall with placards reading
"power to the Penis"; shouting "Victory
to the Vagina" and defiantly singing their
song of battle. What song? "Let's Spend
the Night Together," what else?!?

letter§
Says tears could
be better spent
On January 19, 1973 I heard some
people shed a few tears because they
witnessed an American flag being treated with disrespect and finally set aflame.
I believe those tears (if at all sincere)
could have been better spent somewhere
else.
The flag was cast upon the dying
flames of an effigy. The effigy took the
form of a pig stenciled with stars and
the colors of the Union, with toy soldiers attached to its side, and with a baby
doll sewn into its mouth; it was a representation of American imperialist aggression, which the flag flappers of this
country tearlessly condone. The brutal
imperialist aggression that has cost us and
several other lands thousands upon thousands of life, and incomprehensible sorrows.
The pig was an image. An image of
"anti-personal bombs" guided by heartless politicians and soulless masses--it
was an image of racism, greed and vulgarity. The effigy represented the many
people in this country who are disgusted
when they see a draft file being set afire;
and then, at the same time passively
view a horrified child running down apath
trying to tear napalmed clothes off his,
back.
When the pig, and the monument it

,

Man bettering
self causes war
The dissension of the 60's has brought
about the decision of the 70's. THE WAR
IS STOPPED!' The CAUSE has succeeded,
all indications insure that peace is at hand
between the - U.S. and North Viet Nam.
Everything is hunky-dory now, we can now
go ahead and pop popcorn and pull taffy
in our own little cliques. But what about the
rest of the world? Why is there fighting
between Protestants and Catholics in Ireland? Do they not both have the same God?
What about the always pending crisis in
the Mid-East? Why are men the victims
of such things as pollution and venereal
disease?
These are SYMPTOMS! We've been
treating the symptoms. But what about
the CAUSE? WHY do we have wars? WHY
do we have such things as V D.! WHY
do we have over 5 million alcoholics in
our nation alone? WHAT is the CAUSE?
Discern that there is a God. God made
man. WHY? To have fellowship with him.
But man is basically selfish and indiffer-

Protests flag burning
Ecclesiastes r,!miads us that there is
a time to keep silent and a time to speak
out. As an alumni of Winona State College I am registering a strong protest
over the burning of our Flag, and also
dishonoring our President who was elected by the greatest majority. Courtesy is
expected whether agreeing or not with
his policies.
By burning the flag you, the minority,
have denied the United States as your
country and thus should no longer expect
its privileges. Had you thought what the
consequences might be?
There is no glory in War nor violence

represented, was set afire the American
flag was thrown into the effigy's symbolic
flames. Then, at that moment, I pictured
Old Glory flapping proudly over the mass
graves of a once living people, of the innocent life that was 'unwillingly involved
in American conquest, and then, literally,
bulldozed into their graves.
However, many Americans religiously
honor their flag--it stands for God and
country--it denotes the grace of God. As
Father Daniel Berregan said when speakof the God this country seems to pray
to, "So living, you rejoice in your God,
who is a strange being indeed-strangely
American, strangely white, strangely affluent, strangely racist, strangely violent, strangely wedded to the powers that
devour the poor, neglect the needy and
imprison the resister,"
It is is the mere burning of the American flag itself which makes you weep,
suggest you clear your eyes and take
another look, It is the job of the flag
wheresoever it flies to denote feelings of
glory and honor. It is this flag, this piece
of cloth, that waves over destroyed peoples
in an attempt to associate glory with murder, and it does all of this in our names,
as Americans--if one is going to cry,
cry because of this,
MIKE BECK

but in Peace there is. Your solution for
bringing this about only causes more resentment. Every action becomes part
of one's life and cannot be erased.
How much better it would have been
to have investigated Harris "Transactional Analysis," a social movement which
provides for people to understand themselves and others. You may have notedthe
slogan "I'm OK — you're OK."
May I request that this letter be included in the WINONA. Thank you.
PAULINE WERSKOFEN
Class 1947
LaMoille, Minn.

ent to -God, and as a result, "he does
his own thing." If man doesn't care about
his relationship with his Creator, why
should he care about the relationship he
has with his fellow man? We can stop
the wars, for a while, but we can't stop
man's selfishness, and as man continues
to be basically selfish there will be more
wars!
be more wars!
Some say that "man is basically good,
give him a chance and he'll prove himself." One will note that this was the
trend of thought prior to the turn of our
century. If man could only better his
political/social/economic/ technological
stateus and realm of life he could "get
it together." Well 73 years and several
wars later, (with how many dead?) we
find man is STILL trying to get it together. But we must come to reality, in
order to change society and its ills, we
must first change the INDIVIDUAL man
and his attitudes.
Listen...can you hear it? There are
voices, they are coming from all over the
world. They are coming from people who
have needs, all of them. They are the
voices of the hearts of people--people
crying, "I want to be free--free from the
loneliness that never leaves me alone.
Free from the frustration of failing to be
what I think I want to be. Free from
the desperate need to be accepted. I don't
want to hurt you or hate you. I don't
want to be a phony masquerading to
please you. I don't want to be a pawn
being told how to move. I want to be
free-free from the fear of dying." Who
will set me FREE?
Listen..there is another voice, clear
and certain, strong, tender and personal,
with the solution for the CAUSE and its
symptoms. It is the voice of Jesus: "I
am the Way, and the Truth and the Life.
You will know the Truth and the Truth
will make you FREE. So if the Son sets
you free, you will indeed be free.
WHERE THE SPIRIT OF THE LORD
IS, THERE IS LIBERTY!
GLEN WHITE
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TUESDAY — Fabulous 50's Week, sponsored by Up & Company
(thru February 3) / Basketball, Southwest, here at 7:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY — Tri-College Film Group, "War of the Buttons,"
7:30 p.m. in Somsen Auditorium / Wrestling, UW—Oshkosh, here
at 7:30 p.m.
THURSDAY — Cager's Club Luncheon.
FRIDAY — Up & Company Photo Contest / Wrestling at Oklahoma
State Invitational /Women's Gymnastics at UM—Minneapolis, 6:00 p.m.
SATURDAY — Fabulous 50's Sockhop with Jerry Jawana and the
Junebugs, 8-12 midnight in the Smog/ Basketball at St. Cloud, 7:30
p.m. / Swimming at Northern Illinois University, 2:00 p.m. / Women's Basketball, Dr. Martin Luther King College, here at 1:00 p.m.
SUNDAY — Grass Roots Concert, sponsored by SACC, 8:00 p.m.
in Memorial Hall (doors open at 7:30 p.m. ).
MONDAY — Co-Rec Intramurals, 7-9 p.m.
TUESDAY—Women's Gymnastics, St. Cloud, here at 4:00 p.m.

CHARLIE BYRD (second from left) and his quartet performed last Wednesday
evening at WSC, sponsored by the Concerts and Lectures Committee.
(Photo by Marc Siem.)

Students will direct six one act plays in the
Dorothy B. Magnus Theatre February 7-10
-

Announcing A Bill of Six One-Act Plays
1. LITHUANIA
Directed by Paul J. Sticha
February 7, 9 at 815 p.m.
2. THE TYPISTS
by Murray Schisgal
Directed by Wendy Snyder Tuttle
February 7, 9 at 8'15 p.m.

3. THE SANDBOX

by Edward Albee
Directed by Serle Wise and
Dave Langenfeld
February 7, 9 at 8:15 p.m.

-)

4. HELLO OUT THERE
by William Saroyan
Directed by Barry Schrag
February 8, 10 at 8t15 p.m.

5. CURIOUS CHILL
Directed by Sherry Yokiel
February 8, 10 at 8r15 p.m.

6. PASSIONELLA
by Jerry Brock and Sheldon Harnick
Directed by Kathleen Sexton
February 8, 10 at 8:15 p.m.

Dorothy B. Magnus Open Stage Theatre Performing Arts Center
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SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1973
"Two Divided by Love"
"Where Were You When I Needed You?"
"Wait a Million Years"

"Midnight Confessions" — "Temptation Eyes"
"Let's Live for Today"
8:00 P.M.

MEMORIAL HALL
FREE WITH WSC I.D. — (including spouses)
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Senate shorts
Vice president Janet Hall reported the Teacher Evaluation
sponsored by the Student Senate
will take place this quarter.
Senators will be responsible for
public relations, distribution and
tabulation of evaluation forms:
MSCSA Alternate delegate position was filled by Nancy Grahams.
Nancy is a member of the MSCSA
committee investigating funding
of intercollegiate athlectics.
Theatrix (independent theater
group) in conjunction with the
Student Senate is producing a play
to raise money for funding our
lobbyist Tim Penny at the capital.
A base of $500.00 per college was
set to pay Tim's living expenses
and travel. The play will be presented in late February.
Charles Zane, Director of Student Activities presented the Senate with a proposal that would
combine Student Activity Coordinating Committee and Union Program Council. The Senate tabled
the motion until the proposal is
researched. Members of both
groups will be contacted and asked
to attend the Senate meeting to
present their opinions on the consolidation.
Former Senator Eric Nelson
presented a resolution statingthat
the Senate go on record supporting students right to withdraw
from any class up until the day
of the final without record of it on
his transcript. This resolution
was passed by the Senate and will

go on to the A2C2 Committee.

In a resolution proposed by Janet Hall the Senate has gone on
State colleges and universities
record favoring the legalization would lose income of between$250
of alcoholic beverages on State and $300 million a year if nonCollege Campuses for those of resident tuition charges were elilegal age.
minated, according to a study recently published by the National
Each week the Senate is holding
Association of State Universities
an opinion poll. The purpose of
and Land-Grant Colleges and the
this survey is not only to find American Association of State
out student opinion but relations
Colleges and Universities.
to let the students know who is reThe study, conducted by Robert
presenting them.
F. Carbone, dean of the School
of Education at the University
Winona State College Student
of Maryland, examined the effects
Senate President is sending a letof the 18-year-old vote amendter to Governor Anderson stating
ment to the Constitution on 400
that the Winona Student Body suppublic four-year colleges and uniports a student to fill the position
versities. Of particular concern
vacated on the State College Board.
was the amount of income derived
from higher charges to out-ofStudent Senate paid Minnesota state students.
City Bus Service $50.00 for char"If adult status and voting rights
ter services. The bus took Wifor college-age citizens eliminate
nona students to the anti-war ralnon-resident tuition charges in publy held at the Capital on Jan. 20
lic colleges and universities, the
in conjunction with president Nieffect on higher education budgets
xon's inauguartion.
will be staggering," Carbone said.
According to the survey, stuOPENINGS FOR STUDENT SEdents are allowed to register to
NATE COMMITTEES: Persons
vote in their college communities
qualified for the: following comin nearly every state, assuming
mittees contact any senator or sign
they meet other qualifications and,
up in the Student Senate Office in
the Smog. Openings are on the
Student Activity Coordinating Cornmittee (2), Academic Affairs and
Curriculum Committee which decides course proposals, changes
in majors and minors and the academic calendar. (1).

The Day Activity Center is trying something new.
According to Jean Cole, Day Activity Center director, the Center
is looking for purposeful activities
into which some of the students
can be placed, perhaps jobs in industries. "Some are able to go
into a sheltered workshop situation
and we hope that we can find
some." They are currently working in simulated conditions in the

in some cases, also declare their
intent to remain in the state. The
survey inquired whether non-re-_
s id ent students would use their new
status as registered voters in a
state to seek reclassification as
resident students. About half the
responding institutions reported
that they had at least had "office

inquiries" related to reclassification, although all were not based
entirely on voting status.
The institutions surveyed enrolled 463,357 non-resident students
in the fall of 1971. The study
estimated that the tuition differential they paid ranged from $250
to $300 million.

•

Placement news
Representatives from the Internal Revenue Service and Wilson
and Company will be on campus
Wednesday, Feb. 7, andThursday,
Feb. 8, respectively, to interview
graduating seniors, Interviews
will be held in the Placement Bureau, 110 Gildemeister. Graduates
registered with the Bureau should
sign for appointments this week.
It is suggested that graduates
who have not as yet registered
with the Bureau may want to do so
as soon as possible in order to
qualify for the campus interviews
scheduled for February. In addition to the above, representatives

from Sears, AAA (American Automobile Association), Fidelity Union
Life, Peace Corps, Upjohn Co.
(pharmaceutical firm), Aetna, T ricounty Hospital at Whitehall, Wis.,
Oscar Mayer Meats, Prudential,
and Minnesota Civil Service will
be at Winona State during the
month.
The Bureau also adds a note
of optimism for B.A. graduates
in that a few more openings are
being received this year for positions in business and industry.
Notification of such openings are
being reported periodically to registered candidates.

Minn. Metro to
award first degrees

DAC trying a new thing
work activity room across the
hall from their room.
The center has hired a parttime WSC student Byron Bascle, a
sociology major, who is coordinating the efforts in the work activity room.
"They are able to do the re
petitious and small tasks," said
Mrs. Cole. "The job is more
meaningful than coloring with crayons."

Weds., Jan. 31 —
1 NIGHT ONLY

Your UNCLE'S PLACE
LaCrosse, Wisconsin

PRESENTS—

OLD ROCK & ROLL
from the 50's NIGHT
with

Loss of non-resident
income could hurt finances

"Purple People"

FRI. — Happy Hour:
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No Admission Charge Till 7 p.m.
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ST. PAUL, Minn. -- Minne- first anniversary - and our first
sota Metropolitan State College, commencement - I find it partithe newest--and most unusual-- cularly fitting that our speaker
institution in the state college be Frank Newman."
system, will award its first deMMSC, authorized by the 1971
grees to students in a "non-tra- Minnesota Legislature, was conditional" commencement cere- ceived to serve Twin City metromony, Thursday, Feb. 1, at 8 politan area adults who have comp.m., in Central Presbyterian pleted,.the first two years of colChurch, Cedar and Exchange lege - or its equivalent - and have
Streets, St. Paul, Minn.
no upper level college program de"The program will be charac- signed to meet their specific needs.
terized by the kind of informality
The college has not formal or
which featured the installation of central campus; classes (learning
the college's charter faculty exact- opportunities) are held in existing
ly one year ago, when we offici- facilities throughout the metropoally opened to students," David litan area - libraries, churches,
E. Sweet, MMSC President , stated. community centers, offices A public convocation will be whenever and wherever to meet
held at 8 p.m. A brief charge to the needs of the students who,
the graduates will be given by for the most part, are working
the faculty; students will describe or maintaining a home full-time.
their experiences at the college;
The faculty is drawn from all
greetings will be offered by State segments of the community and inCollege System Chancellor G. Thecludes business and professional
odore Mitau and other representa- leaders, social service workers
tives of higher education, and from and housewives. Degrees are
the community.
awarded on the basis of verified
Guests speaker will be Mr. Franh and demonstrated competencies,
Newman, Director of University not credit hours, and the students
Relations, Stanford University, --with the aid of an advisor-and chairman of the Task Force are responsible for designingtheir
on High Education which produced own education.
the highly controversial "NewMMSC officially opened with 50
man report," an adament critique students on Feb. 1, 1972. An adof the present state of higher ed- ditional 50 have been admitted each
ucation. In publishing their find- subsequent month. As of January
ings, Newman and group have pro- of this year, the admission figure
yoked the most hotly discussed will be 11 per month. Currently,
issues in recent educational his- 513 students are enrolled at the
tory. Endorsed by the Depart- college. There are 20 full-time
ment of Health, Education and W el- faculty members and over 300
fare, Newman is currently at work community (part - time) faculty
on a second report which recom- members who serve as a 'resource
mends a series of federal imple- bank' from which students may
mentations.
draw as needed.
"In calling for a fundamental
Reflecting upon the college's
restructuring of higher education, first year, President Sweet rethe Newman Report reflects what marked: "Upon occasion I've
MMSC is all about," says Presiwished I had the talents of a poet
dent Sweet. "On the eve of our

--a lyric poet, who was also capable of great sagas. Only such
a poet could capture the exuberance with which I look back over
this past year of unprecedented accomplishment in conceptualizing
and implementing a new day of
doing higher education."

"In the Attic"
or

"The
Woodshed
Underground"
at

Nash's
4th & Center
Fashions for
both Guys
and Chicks

Mini-Opinions
Poll questions ERA amendment
A mini-opinion poll was taken in the
Smog Friday afternoon (from 12 until 2)
pertaining to the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA). It was taken as a matter of
interest and not as a scientific sampling
from which conclusions may be drawn.
The question was: "If you are for or
against ERA what specifically is it that
you favor of do not favor about the proposed amendment?"

Out of 29 women asked: 19 didn't know
that such an amendment existed, 5 knew
of its existence but refused to comment,
and 4 responded.
Out of 22 men asked: 12 didn't know
that such an amendment existed, '7 knew
of its existence but refused to comment,
and 5 responded.
Total of those questioned: 41.

John Allison, a 21 year old
senior
"This amendment will act as a written legal formalization of people attitudes
when it becomes law. Minnesota followed
a wise lead in passing the amendment."

Larry Underkoffler, a 23 year
old sophomore

Ms. Rieder, a WSC instructor

"For it. because women will be drafted too."

"I am very much for the Equal Rights
Amendment, as I understand it, it is an
amendment that insures the legal rights of
women. The law should also serve to
protect women from discrimination in
entry to graduate schools, law schools,
medical schools, and the like, as well
as disrcimination in awarding of scholarships, fellowships and assistantships."

Mr. DeGrazia, a WSC instructor
"I strongly support passage of the ERA

Charley Bell, a 21 year old
freshman
"For it because women will be drafted and the amendment will provide equal
pay for equal work."

as one necessary, if somewhat painful
step, toward closing the political and
economic opportunity gap between male
and female. Most of the objections raised
against the amendment are either laughably extreme or based on fear and lack
of awareness of that the ERA means.
My own wife is very firm about "woman's liveration" and I fully support her."

Vicky Dalenberg, a 20 year
old junior
Mary Beeman, a 37 year old
senior

"For the amendment because I believe
women should receive the same benefits
that men do."

"Many seem to think that the ERA
will benefit women only. I see it as also
benefiting men. The social security
changes that will have to be man made,
if this amendment is passed, will certainly help the widower with small children. It will provide equal rights for both
male and female."

Sharon Stalka, a 21 year old
junior

Your

"Both should receive the same benefits for the same type of job. I'm against
conscription whether for men or women.
I believe true equal rights will not be
had till men and women respect each
other."

UNCLE•S
PLACE

VALUABLE COUPON

First Pitcher of
Beer Just 190
(Present this coupon at the door when you come in)

Paul Joseph Wildes, a 22
year old WSC student
"I'm for it. It will allow women to
rid themselves of long outdated systems
existing and make for a more democratic society."

J

Sat., Feb. 3rd
LIVE M USIC
Featuring

"Ruby & The Fevers"
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Warrior dual meet
loss streak ended,
down Luther 21-17
The Warriors finally won one after five straight losses.
Sophomore Ernest Middleton,
Winona State's only winner against
Mankato State last Wednesday
came through in clutch fashion
Saturday night to clinch a victory
for the Warrior matmen in ahardfought dual meet with Luther College in Memorial Hall.
Winona trailed 15-13 going into
the 190-pound match, but Middleton built up a 5-0 lead against
Howard Harms and then notched.
a pin with just seven seconds to
go in the second period to put
the host team out in front 19-15.
Heavyweights Dan Malm of winona and Steve Riess of Luther
fought to a 1-1 draw and the Warriors wound up with a 21-17 triumph to snap a dual meet losing
streak that had climbed all the way
to five.
Scott Miller and Kelly Stephens
accounted for an early 7-0 lead
for Coach Fran McCann's squad
but Luther's Larry Hart pinned
Mal Squires in just 1:54 of the
134-pound match to cut the gap
to 7-6.
Miller a junior from Cedar Falls ;
Iowa, exhibited a decided edge in
experience and collected atotal of
seven takedowns before settling
for a 16-6 verdict against Mike
Gallagher at 118 pounds. Stephens, a promising freshman, fol-

lowed with a 9-5 victory over Jim
The team downed Luther College 21-17.
Aberg in the 126-pound bout.
Lynn Babcock preserved his unbeaten record for the Warriors
by posting a tough 7-6 decision
against Steve Cripe at 142 pounds,
but Dan Elliott brought the Norseman back to within one point by
disposing of John Johnson 9-5 in
the 150-pound bout.
The 158-pound match proved
to be a crucial one for McCann's
squad, now 3-5 for the season,
as sophomore Dave Oelkers came
up with a convincing 6-1 triumph
over Greg Moroni.
Babcock now owns a 4-0-1 slate
It's been a long time since tiers were on their feet, got caught mings who pinned him last year,
for the season, and Middleton is Winona State wrestling fans had to
in two near-fall situations after Middleton recorded two takedowns
4-1.
wait until the 190-pound match betaking Thompson down and came out in the first period and went on
118-Scott Miller (W) dec. Mike fore having a legitimate reason on the short end of an 11-5 score. to post an 8-3 triumph.
Gallagher (L) 16-6. 126-Kelley for cheering.
In the final match, sophomore
In a battle betwen a pair of
Stephens (W) dec. Jim Aberg (L)
But such was the case in Mefreshmen at 126 pounds, Jim Au- Kevin Immel started with a flurry
9-5. 134- Larry Hart (L) P. Mal morial Hall Wednesday night as gustin of Mankato held only a 7-6 of takedowns and built up an 8-2
Squires (W) 1:54. 142- Lynn Bab- the slumping Warrior matmen edge over Kelly Stephens going lead against the Indians' freshcock (W) dec. Steve Cripe (L) were deprived of a victory for the into the final period. But the In- man heavyweight, Lee Theleman.
7-6. 150-Dan Elliott (L) dec. first eight matches in a noncon- dians' representative seemed to But Theleman reversed his foe
John Johnson (W) 9-4. 158-Dave ference dual meet with Mankato be the better-conditioned of the two late in the second period, nearly
Oelkers (W) dec. Greg Moroni (L) State.
and chalked up 12 more points in got a pin and wound up with a 106-1.
Ernie Middleton, who is appar- the last three minutes.
10 draw.
167-Terry Kramer (L) dec. Jeff
ently more content competing in
Bill Tasker, another freshman
"Mankato beat us in every reOlson (W) 2-0. 177-Rick Artist the 190-pound class than at 177
who was a Region One titlist at spect, that's all there is to it,"
(L) dec. John Strecker (W) 7-5. rounds. turned out to be the only Albert Lea last season, had no McCann concluded. "They beat
190-Ernest Middleton (W) p. Ho- winner for the host team, and
trouble with Winona's Roger Mil- us in conditioning, on our feet,
ward Harms (L) 5:53. Hwt-Dan Mankato went back with a 28-7
ler, wrestling in place of the in- on the mat and they showed more
Maim (W) and Steve Riess (L) triumph, its eighth' win in nine jured Mal Squires, was dubbed pride than we did."
drew 1-1.
dual meets this season.
15-1 and the visitors owned an
118-Brad Thompson (M) dec.
The Indian's only setback was 11-0 lead.
Scott Miller (W) 11-5. 126-Jim
administered by Iowa State UniverLynn Babcock, back in the War- Augustin (M) dec. Kelly Stephens
sity, the defending National Colle- rior's lineup after missing two
giate Athletic Associaion cham- meets with an injury, jumped out (W) 19-9. 134-Bill Tasker (M)
dec. Roger Miller (W) 15-1. 142pion.
to a 3-0 lead against Rick Brua,
Rick Brua (M) dec. Lynn Babcock
It was the fifth straight loss for but by the end of the second per- (W)
11-9. 150-Randy Hardy (W)
Coach Fran McCann's squad, and iod the Mankato grappler had taken
and Kevin Slack (M) drew 5-5.
now the Warriors will need to win a 7-5 lead. Babcock worked fe158-Larry Goodnature (M) dec.
all four of their remaining dual verishly in the final period, one
Dave Oelkers (W) 6-1. 167-Dave
meets if they hope to avoid a los- of the few Warriors to show a full
Cummings (M) dec. Jeff Olson (W)
ing season.
eight minutes worth of stamina, and 6-4. 177-Gary Christensen (M)
29-27. In a very tight game Chris
Should it lose to Luther College notched two takedowns, and Brua
Bjoraker and Jan Larson were Saturday night, Winona, now 2-5, managed a reversal and got ano- dec. John Strecker (W) 16-5. 190Ernest Middleton (W) Dan Cumtop rebounders with 4 apiece. Kawould be in for its first losing ther point for riding time to win- :
mings (M) 8-3. Hwt-Kevin Immel
ren Erickson was top scorer with season since they wound up with
11-9.
(W) and Lee Theleman (M) drew
9 points.
a 3-9 mark for the 1963-64 camWinona got its first two points
10-10.
Winona played host to Wiscon- paign in Bob Gunner's second year
when Randy Hardy battled Keven
sin University-Eau Claire in Me- at the helm.
Slack to a 5-5 draw at 150 pounds.
morial Hall, Monday at 6:30 p.m.
"We're just going to have to Then Larry Goodnature and Dave
Smokey Says:
start all over again," said a frus- Cummings put it out of reach by
trated McCann. "We looked our winning decisions in the 158 and
best in the Iowa State tournament 167-pound matches respectively.
back in December, and we've been
In another lopsided affair, Gary
going down hill ever since."
Christensen boosted his record to
"We didn't have any technique 8-0-1 by whipping Winona's interim
out there at all, we didn't show 177-pounder Jim Strecker, 16-5.
any second moves, we didn't re- Craig Halvorson, who McCann
act to the whistle and we just plans to use at 177 for the reweren't thinking."
mainder of the season, is temporpoints. Barb Schutt was top re. The 118-pound match between arily out of action with bruised
bounder with 10 rebounds.
Scott Miller and Mankato's Brad ribs.
Winona's B-squad also came Thompson proved to be an indicaMiddleton, a sophomore from
out victorious by the score of tion of how the Warriors' fortunes East High in Waterloo, Iowa, was
50-27. Top scorer for the B- were to decline for the rest of the also competing for the first time
squad was Mary Schouweiler with meet.
since the South Dakota State Uni22 points. Top rebounder was Pat
Miller, despite having control versity meet on Jan. 13. Working
Bigalk with 11 rebounds.
over his opponent while both wres- against Mankato junior Dan Cum-

BB gals down

St. Cloud 54-36
Winona State College women's
Intercollegiate basketball team
traveled to St. Cloud Sat. Jan. 27.
In A-squad action Winona was
victorious by the score of 5436. Top scorer was Karen Feye
with 21 points. Top rebounder
was Barb Scutt with 9 rebounds.
St. Cloud won the B-squad game

BB gals over
River Falls
Winona State College Women's
Intercollegiate basketball team
took both A and B-squad games
Jan. 23 at River Falls, Wis.
In A-squad competition, Winona
defeated River Falls by the score
of 58-23. Top scorer for the A
team was Karen Ries with 12

Middleton only winner
as WSC drops 5th

WSC swimmers down
Stevens Point 57-29
ST EVENS POINT, W is.- -W inona swimming meet.
the star of the show, claiming a
State College picked up its second
The Warriors claimed seven pair of firsts, including a pool
straight victory here Saturday af- first-place finishes to boost their . record of 1:54.3 in the 200-yard
ternoon by cruising past the Uni- season dual record to 2-5 and lo- freestyle.
versity ofWisconsin-Stevens Point wer Stevens Point's mark to 1-4.
Kazika also won the 500-yard
57-29 in a nonconference dual George Kazika, as he had in the freestyle in 5:30.6.
Warriors' two previous meets, was

Scott Miller, WSC's I18-pounder, works on his
opponent in Saturday night's bout with Luther.
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TUDE TESTING, ARCHITECTURE, NUCLEAR ENERGY, AUTOMATION &
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HOMES, MUSIC, NURSING, OCEANOGRAPHY, OFFICE PRODUCTS, OPTICAL PATENTS & COPYRIGHTS, PETS, PHOTOGRAPHY, PHYSICS,
PLASTICS, POETRY, POLITICAL SCIENCE, PRINTING, PSYCHOLOGY,
PSYCHIATRY, REAL ESTATE, RAILROADS, RELIGION, RECIPES, SAFETY,
SALESMANSHIP, SCHOOLS, SCIENCE, SHIPS, SOCIAL SERVICE, SOCIOLOGY, SPORTS, TRAVEL, TREASURES.

Many of these magazines are free only to those "In the know". Their
other regular readers pay for their subscription. But there's a way
you can get them absolutely free. And well send you complete details along with an indexed list of the publications . . for only
52.00-at our risk!
Whatever your interests or hobbles, you'll find magazines ybu'll
want here. Some of them are modest, limited circulation publications. But many are plush, beautifully printed magazines and newsletters, published by some of the most respected names. In each
particular field. You'll recognize internationally-known scientific
and professional societies . . . business, and trade associations . . .
important government departments . . . corporations with worldwide access to important specialized information . . . famous research institutions and societies . . . and more. And you can be
put on the regular mailing list for any of the publications listedand keep on receiving them free. as long as you wish. All It coats
you Is the $2.00 for our Invaluable directory. Order now . . . and
sn..loY a lifetime of the reading you want . . . FREE '

A. ALEXANDERco.
r

98 Riverside Drive,

Now York, N. Y.

•Please rush me
Directory(s) of 306 Free Magazines
$2.00 plus 10c postage.
Enclosed is ( ) check or ( ) money order for $
(N.Y. residents add sales tax.)
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(Photo courtesy Winona Daily News.)

200-Yd Backstroke-1. Babler
(5); 2. Steve Sather (W); T-2:25.3.
500-Yd. Freestyle-1. Kazika
(W); 2. Suppon (W); 3. Schroeder
(5). T-5:30.6.
200-Yd. Breaststroke-1. Hoyt
(W); 2. Crawford (W); 3. Duncan
(S). T-2:34.7.

The Warriors' other firsts came
from John Suppon in the 1,000
yard fr' estyle, Mark Hoaglund in
the 200-yard individual medley,
Dan Picha, who was uncontested
in the one-meter diving. Bill Bailey
in the 200-yard butterfly and Tony
Hoyt in the 200-yard breaststroke.
Although WSC won seven events,
a deciding factor in the Warriors'
domination of the meet was the fact
that they also claimed eight second
place finishes, with five of those
seconds coming right behind teammates who won firsts.
The last event of the meet, the
400-yard freestyle relay, was run
on an exhibition basis as the meet's
outcome was already decided.
The Warriors won't swim again
until Feb. 10 when they'll host
defending Northern Intercollegiate
Conference champion Bemidji
State in a dual in WSC' s Memorial
Hall pool.
400-Yd. Medley Relay - 1. Stevens Point (Babler, Duncan, Carlson, Schroeder); 2. Winona. T4:10.7.
1,000 Yd. Freestyle-1.JohnSuppon
(W); 2. Pete Yearneau (W); 3.
Rod Pierce (S). T-12:04.4
200-Yd. Freestyle-1. George Kazika (W); 2. Tony Hoyt (W); 3.
Carlson (5). T.-1:54.3 (pool record).
50-Yd. Freestyle-1. Schroeder
(5);. 2. Tim Rust (W); 3. Rick
McCluer (W). T-0:24.4
200-Yd. IM-1. Mark Hoaglund
(W); 2. Babler (5); 3. Al Crawford (W). T- 2:22.6
One-Meter Diving-1.Dan Picka
(W). P-145.85.
200-Yd. Butterfly-1. Bailey
(W); 2. Peter Yearneau (W); 3.
Pierce (5). T-2:30.0.
100-Yd. Freestyle-1. Carlson
(S); 2. McCluer (W); 3. Rust (W).
T-0.54.5.

Dr. Eberhart on: VD
There are many questions surrounding Venereal Disease, but too
many people are embarrassed to ask them. Dr. Claude M.
Eberhart, Asto 25 percent of those who
sociate Medido not get treatment die
cal Director
prematurely.
of the MetroWhat can gonorrhea do?
Q.
politan Li f e A. Without treatment, gonorInsurance
rhea can make you sterile,
Company anlead to crippling arthritis,
swers quesmeningitis, or heart disease.
tions relating Q- Is there a cure for VD?
to VD.
A. Yes, science has known
how to cure syphilis since
Q. What are the forms of VD?
A. The most common forms
1909 and gonorrhea since
1943.
of venereal disease are
syphilis and gonorrhea.
Q. What if 1 don't have a private physician?
Q. Of the two, which form is
worse?
A. Free treatment is available
in most parts of the counA. Syphilis is more deadly; but
try. Ask your state or local
gonorrhea is 20 times more
health department where to
common than syphilis. Either can do great damage
get help.
to health.
Q. Can a doctor . give treatment to a young person'
Q. How do you get VD?
A. Through sexual intercourse.
without telling his or her
And, because of this, many
parents?
people are embarrassed to
A. In many states, if you are
seek professional help.
a minor, the doctor is able
to treat you without the
Q. What happens if syphilis is
not treated?
consent of your parent; but
A. In time, syphilis can dethis is not true for all
stroy the cells in your
states. In a few, it is against
brain, or ravage your spinal
the law to treat a minor
cord; it can damage your
without parental approval.
heart and blood vessels ...
Q. How do I find out about
it can drive you insane,
my state?
paralyze you, or cripple
A. Call your state or local deyou.
partment of health, they'll
have the information. If
Q. Can you die from syphilis?
A. Absolutely, but it doesn't
you think you have VD,
happen suddenly. It is
do something about it . .
drawn out and can take
VD doesn't go away by
years of suffering. Fifteen
itself.

SLAUGHTERHOUSE
FIVE

WINNER 1972 CANNES
FILM FESTIVAL
JURY PRIZE AWARD
Only American Film
to be so Honored

lil y

rugnm

o
A CTORDE ROY Hill

PAUL MUSH PRODUCTION

SLAUGHTERHOUSE

-FIVE

on the novel by

KURTVONNEGUT, Jr.
KRT
2
-

"One of the
most daring,
original, and
totally
fascinating
pictures ever

-

made."

Rex Reed,
N.Y. Daily News

SLAUGHTERHOUSEFIVE

X WIN ON A
"ACROSS 110TH STREET"

WED - SAT •

SUN. 7 TUES.
GEORGE C. SCOTT in
1PGI
"RAGE"

In this box are the
tools of his trade.
HE HAS MORE THAN
A DOZEN WAYS TO KILL
AND THEY ALL WORK.

CHARLES
BRONSON
in A MICHAEL WINNER Film

"THE MECHANIC"
STARTS WED.

page 12

Around the campus shots

Some students spend their
weekends relaxing - not
really doing much - just
whiling away the time on
the old guitar.
And some pause to reflect
on the week gone by and
wonder what the week to
come will bring.
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